- HOX BOTTLE SHOP -
TAKE HOME WINE, FROM OUR CELLAR TO YOURS
DRINK HERE, ADD $15 CORKAGE
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- SNACKS -
CHIPS, GUACAMOLE, SALSA (GF, V) $12
WATERMELON $8
HIBISCUS, CHILI, LIME (GF, V)

- BRUNCH -
BREAKFAST BURRITO* $13
EGGS, FRENCH FRIES, QUESO SAUCE, PASILLA CREMA, SALSA VERDE
CHOICE OF: SMOKED MUSHROOM (VG) OR CHORIZO

AVOCADO TOAST $12
WHIPPED LIME CREMA, WATERMELON RADISH, CHILI (VG)

CHURRO WAFFLES $12
WHIPPED CREAM, DULCE DE LECHE (VG)

CHILAQUILES VERDES* $14
SUNNY SIDE EGG, AVOCADO, KALE, QUESO FRESCO,
RADISH, LIME CREMA (VG)

AGUACHILE* $18
SHRIMP CEVICHE, CUCUMBER, ONION, AVOCADO (GF)

TACO SALAD $16
ASADA SPICED BEEF, PINTO BEANS, ICEBERG, CHEDDAR,
TOMATOES, LIME CREAM, CHIPOTLE RANCH IN A FLOUR TORTILLA SHELL

- SIDES $6 -
POTATO CAKE (GF, VG)
TWO EGGS ANY STYLE* (GF, VG)
BACON (GF)

- SOFT SERVE $6 -
CHOCOLATE & VANILLA SWIRL GRAHAM CRACKER,
CHOCOLATE SAUCE (VG)

(GF) = GLUTEN-FREE / (V) = VEGAN / (VG) = VEGETARIAN
*These items may contain components that are served raw or undercooked. Consuming raw or undercooked meats, poultry, seafood, shellfish, or eggs may increase your risk of foodborne illness.
**COCKTAILS**

**WASTIN’ AWAY...AGAIN?**
TOPE MARGARITA...$13 GLS / $46 CARAFE
Tequila, Agave, Orange Blossom, Lime
I BLEW OUT MY FLIP FLOP.

SPICE GURL...14
Mezcal, Ancho Reyes, Ancho Verde, Demerara, Fire Water Bitters, Lime
WHAT YOU REALLY, REALLY WANT.

FOREVER 31...15
Strawberry-Infused Tequila, Rhubarb Syrup, Rhabarbaro, Lime
IT’LL NEVER GO OUT OF STYLE. I SWEAR.

**HOSTESS WITH THE MIMOSTEST...13**
Bubbles, OJ, Cassis Liqueur
PAIRS WELL WITH SPANKX, BASKETBALL SHORTS, HOMESCHOOLING.

**QUARANTINE COFFEE...12**
Baileys, Frangelico, Kahlua, Coffee, Whipped Cream
DO DAYS OF THE WEEK EVEN MATTER ANYMORE?

**BLOODY MARIA...12**
Tequila, Tomato, Valentina, Celery Salt, Spices, House Pickles
(sub vodka for a Mary)
VEGGIES MEAN IT’S HEALTHY.

**OFF TO THE RACES...12**
Gin, Grapefruit, Aperol, St. Germain, Cava
YOU’RE PROBABLY NOT GOING TO MAKE IT TO IKEA TODAY AFTER ALL.

**WINES BY THE GLASS**

 TO CONSERVE RESOURCES AND REDUCE OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT, WE NOW PROUDLY OFFER KEG WINE FROM OUR FRIENDS AT COOPERS HALL.

**2018**  
*Cascadia White*  
*Willamette Valley, Oregon*  
**$9 / 36**

**2019**  
*Rose*  
*Willamette Valley, Oregon*  
**$10 / 40**

**2017**  
*Malbec*  
*Willamette Valley, Oregon*  
**$10 / 40**

**BEER + CIDER + ZERO PROOF TOO**

**DRAUGHT...6**
*pFriem Pilsner*
Breakside IPA
Fort George Hazy Pale Ale
Dbl Mountain Hazy Clusterf*ck IPA

**SODA...3**
Coke
Diet Coke
Sprite
Squirt
Topo Chico Sparkling Water

**BOTTLES & CANS**

Pacifico  
**$5**

Negra Modelo  
**$5**

Good Life ‘Sippy Cup’ Hazy Pale  
**$6**

Culmination Sour Flower  
**$7**

Double Mountain Dry Cider  
**$6**

Mango White Claw  
**$6**

**FOR GOOD**

Our community recently lost a beloved chef and friend.  
All proceeds from the Pretty Penny Tacos and Doublemountain Clusterf*ck

**HOUSE RULES**

1) Masks must be worn at all times when moving about the restaurant.

2) When you arrive at your table, you can scan the QR code to order more food or drinks. Hooray!

3) Ain’t no party like a Tope party, but a Tope party DOES stop. At 10pm Be sure to get your drinks and food in by 9:30pm for last call.

4) We have reduced our capacity to make space. For safe service, we respectfully ask that your table time does not exceed 2 hours.

**CAUSE YOU CAN’T DRINK ALL DAY IF YOU DON’T START EARLY.**